Difference in sensitivity to cyclosporine in vitro of human alloreactive lines and clones.
The effectiveness of cyclosporine (CsA) as immunosuppressive agent in human kidney graft rejection is well established. However, in spite of efforts to maintain optimal plasma levels, a fraction of transplanted patients undergo rejection episodes and/or irreversible chronic rejection. This suggests that immunosuppression by CsA cannot control the alloreactive response if there is a high degree of histoincompatibility for HLA or non-HLA antigens, or it has little effect on the "high responder" patient. Both possibilities are difficult to test in the human system. A third hypothesis, the existence of individual CsA resistance, was tested by evaluating the in vitro inhibitory activity of CsA on alloreactive T cell lines from several individuals. A different degree of in vitro sensitivity to the drug was observed among alloreactive lines generated from different individuals and among clones obtained from the same bulk line. The variability at the individual level and at the clonal level may account for the onset of CsA-resistant rejection assuming that in vivo a positive selection in the presence of the drug occurs and allows for the resistant clones, if present, to dominate the sensitive ones.